NanoPC ARM-Based Panel Saw Machine with Industrial Internet of Things
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Abstract

Panel saw machines are available in different shapes and sizes, from small hand-held power saw machines to floor-mounted types. Floor-mounted machines comprise of a loading station and cutting surface where panels are transferred from the loading to the cutting station. Cutting wooden panel problem in furniture industry is one of the highest computation complexity optimization problems and belongs to rectangular layout problem. In this paper the mechanical design of floor-mounted panel saw machine is proposed. NanoPC ARM-based control system design with IIoT applications for remote and real-time monitoring, diagnostic and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) interfacing are described. The results of the cutting process are evaluated and discussed with achieved cutting size error less than 0.2 mm. In addition, the cutting wastage reduction and the cutline quality have been improved to 90% and 91% respectively based on the results of customer satisfaction survey.
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